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Cold And Snowy But...

It still wasn’t cold enough to discourage one runner from wearing shorts at the recent NCAA Division III National Cross Country Championships at the Holland Country Club.
Texas Can’t Curb Hazing

AUSTIN, TX (CPS)— The University of Texas just can’t break down a “conspiracy of silence” among Greek pledges long enough to curb hazing on the campus, stated an 111-page report issued last month.

The report suggested Texas—as well as several other schools trying to stop “fraternity and sorority hazing of their own members—is going to have a tough time succeeding until student attitudes change.

The report was issued by a 26-member Presidential Commission on Fraternal Organizations, created last year by Texas President William Cunningham to investigate hazing, alcohol abuse and disruptive behavior among Greeks.

Hazing is “like prostitution or pornography. It is a consensual activity, and this makes it extremely difficult to deal with,” said University of Texas law professor Dr. John Ratliff. “It is easy for someone to come forward and say they were not hazed, but it is difficult to prove otherwise.”

The report also said that the university’s Office of Fraternity and Sorority Affairs had failed in its duties and that the university’s independent investigatory body had failed to look into more than half of the complaint that were made.

“The university should be taking advice from our report and implementing it as soon as possible,” said Ratliff.

KHN Holds “Smoke Out”

By Scott Mancinelli

On Thursday, Nov. 19, the American Cancer Society held the 12th Annual Great American Smoke Out. The Cancer Society’s cause was sided by the men of Kappa Eta Nu, who have participated in the event for many years. The Knickerbockerers held coins downtown and in several campus dorms to raise money for cancer research.

Money was not the only goal of the Smoke Out, however. Raising the awareness of the public about the dangers of lung cancer and lung cancer is also of critical importance. 95 percent of the people who contract lung cancer die within a year. The idea behind the Smoke Out is for smokers to quit for the entire day, and hopefully for good.

The Knicks handed out buttons and brochures to promote this idea. The day was a personal success for the fraternity members who raised a record $219.50. The Knicks are a good example of how Hope’s Greek organizations benefit the community as well as the campus.
Hope Graduate Leaves For Niger; Becomes Agribusiness Advisor

Hope graduate Teresa van den Hombergh, of Hartford, Mich., has been accepted into the Peace Corps. She left for the African country of Niger on November 16, 1987, after completing orientation sessions in the United States.

As a Peace Corps volunteer, van den Hombergh will serve as an agri-business advisor assisting rural farmers in choosing more economically feasible crops, obtaining extension services, and delivering products to the market place.

A graduate of Hartford High School, van den Hombergh attended Hope College, and earned a degree in business administration in 1987.

Currently 5,700 Americans of all ages and occupational backgrounds serve as Peace Corps volunteers in 61 developing nations. During the next 12 months, the agency expects to place a near record number of Americans in agriculture, forestry, fisheries, education, health, and skilled trades programs.

A particularly urgent need currently exists for U.S. citizens with extensive carpentry, masonry, plumbing or general construction experience. In agriculture, individuals are sought who have commercial farm experience raising crops, small animals, beef or dairy cattle, bees, or who have participated in 4-H, FHA, or FHA programs.

Peace Corps officials note that a college degree is not required for many job assignments. However, an individual should have at least three to five years of full-time work experience. There is no upper age limit.

Individuals interested in obtaining more information on Peace Corps job opportunities should call (313) 226-7928, ext. 404, or write: The Peace Corps, 477 Michigan Ave., Room M-74, Detroit, Michigan, 48226.

The Peace mathematics department hosted the 15th annual Albert E. Lampen Mathematics Contest and Conference Held At Hope; 275 Students Attend

The Peace mathematics department hosted the 15th annual Albert E. Lampen Mathematics Contest and Conference. The contest was sponsored by the Mathematics Department and held on November 16, 1987.

The contest featured 275 high school students from Michigan, Ohio, and surrounding states who competed in a variety of mathematics problems. The winners were selected based on their performance in the contest, which included both written and oral exams.

Dickie Publishes Study

Dr. Jane Dickie, an associate professor of psychology at Hope College, has recently published a major research study as one of nine chapters in a new book on marriage and family psychology. The book, entitled "Intergenerational Marriages," was published by Lawrence Erlbaum Associates Inc. of Hillsdale, N.J. in October.

In 1982, Dickie was invited to be a visiting scientist at the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, Bethesda, Md. As a result of her work, she was later invited to participate in a government-sponsored conference on family interactions between parents and infants.

Dickie focused her study on the effect of the infants on the parent-child interactions and the characteristics of the infant, especially for fathers.

Dickie found many pertinent points, but in general, the study revealed that realistic role expectations, supportive marriages and responsive infants improve parental skill and marriage satisfaction, especially for fathers.

A Hope faculty member since 1972, Dickie specialized in human development. She also has done a considerable amount of research on child neglect and abuse in Ottawa County. For her constant commitment to children, Dickie was recently awarded Child Advocate of the Year Honors by Community Coordinated Child Care. The 4Cs honors a member of the community annually whose personal and professional life supports the rights and needs of children.

A graduate of Alma College, Dickie earned master's and doctoral degrees from Michigan State University.
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Dropouts Most Likely To Default On Loans

(CPS) — College dropouts are more likely to default on Guaranteed Student Loans than students who complete their education, according to a study by the University of California at Los Angeles.

Black students, students from low-income backgrounds and students who dropped out of high school also are more likely to default on loans, UCLA professor Wellford Wilms found.

In a study of more than 6,000 students at community colleges and vocational schools on the West Coast in 1985, Wilms found that 38 percent of students who dropped out later defaulted on loans.

By comparison, 17 percent of students who completed their studies did not repay their loans. Wilms wrote in his report, called “Whose Fault is Default?”

Wilms’ study, mandated by the California state legislature and funded by the state student aid commission, did not study defaulters’ motivations.

Wilms’ study focused exclusively on community colleges and vocational schools, he said, since they have the highest percentage of defaulters.

The study found that lender impact on the incidence of loan defaults. Students’ characteristics, Wilms said, were the strongest variable leading to defaults.

College dropouts, Wilms speculated, “either didn’t have what it took or the program was not what they had hoped for. They became discouraged and don’t pay back what they owe.”

Defaulters from low-income families, he said, “don’t have the ability or desire to pay back loans.” Blacks, Wilms theorized, may not pay back student loans because they are among the most disenfranchised and disenfranchised members of society. “Blacks receive the lowest earnings and face the most discrimination in the job market,” he said.

Wilms also determined that U.S. citizens are more likely to default than students from other attending school in the United States.

“I’m not an enemy of the GSL program,” Wilms explained. “It’s a good program, and important one.” But the loan program, he said, discourages students from attending college because they balk at the debts they accrued during their undergraduate studies.

To improve the program, Wilms suggests schools continue to provide loan counseling to students. Loans, he said, should be dispersed in smaller amounts to keep a tight rein on the money.

Schools that abuse the GSL program, he said, “should be kicked out of the program.”

Band Marches, Vandalizes Florida A&M Campus Paper

Some 20 members of the Florida A&M University marching band invaded the campus newspaper office Oct. 28 and stole 1,500 copies of the edition of the FAMUAN that charged the band with hazing.

“The band has become a pariah,” said a parent who accused members of the Marching 100 of beating other band members for being late for performances.

In response, 20 members “stormed into the office screaming and making threats to coming here. They portrayed themselves as they were portrayed in the story.”

The paper, said Abrams, will continue to investigate the hazing allegations, despite threats of lawsuits from the band's directors and pressures to portray the band — and Florida A&M — in a more favorable light.

Kappa Epsilon at least until spring, 1986, for allegedly hazing a pledge.

A jury awarded a former University of Delaware student $30,000 for burns he received when oven cleaner was poured over his head during a fraternity hazing rite. Jeffrey Furek was injured during Sigma Phi Epsilon's 'pictures' because they were disenchanted and among the most by the university. “Blacks receive the lowest earnings and face the most discrimination in the job market,” he said.

Wilms also determined that U.S. citizens are more likely to default than students from other attending school in the United States.

“I’m not an enemy of the GSL program,” Wilms explained. “It’s a good program, and important one.” But the loan program, he said, discourages students from attending college because they balk at the debts they accrued during their undergraduate studies.

To improve the program, Wilms suggests schools continue to provide loan counseling to students. Loans, he said, should be dispersed in smaller amounts to keep a tight rein on the money.

Schools that abuse the GSL program, he said, “should be kicked out of the program.”

Dr. David Myers

Dr. David Myers, the John Dirk Werkman professor of psychology at Hope College, has co-authored a softcover book of 30 short essays which explore the connecting points between what research psychologists are discovering and what Christians believe.

Just published by Harper and Row, “Psychology Through the Eyes of Faith” was a collaborative effort between Dr. Myers and Dr. Malcolm Jeeves, a leading research psychologist and cognitive neuroscientist in the United Kingdom.

Approaching psychology from a Christian perspective, Myers and Jeeves ask, “What are the key insights into human nature that one encounters in contemporary psychology? How does the resulting human image connect with Christian belief? And how might psychological findings be applied by Christians — in preaching, prayer, and the quest for faith and happiness?”

Myers says the book is aimed at “college students interested in a Christian perspective on some of psychology’s most fascinating and controversial topics, and general readers interested in brief essays on topics ranging from parenting to positive thinking to the links between religious faith and mental health and social behavior.”

A few of the book’s essays include: “How Much Credit (and Blame) Do Parents Deserve?” which examines the extent and limits of parental influence upon children; “Should There Be a Christian Psychology?” which reveals hidden values in psychology and ponders Christian responses to such; “Watch Your Language” which illustrates how words, even religious words, are containers which shape the thoughts poured into them; and “The Power of Positive Thinking” which explores the benefits of positive self-esteem and optimistic thinking and also identifies three perils of excessive positive thinking.

“Psychology Through the Eyes of Faith” is Myers’ seventh book. It is “Psychology,” an introductory textbook written from 1983 to 1985 and published by Worth in 1985, has become America’s best-selling new psychology text in more than a decade.

CONCERNED?

PREGNANCY?

BIRTH CONTROL?

SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES?

AIDS?

Call Ext. 7585 Ask for Sharon Confidential Counseling

Free Pregnancy Testing

HOPE COLLEGE HEALTH CLINIC
Dem Sex $ 

CHICAGO, IL (CPS) - A part-time DePaul University student arrested after confessing to running a sex service out of her dorm room at the Catholic college.

Jessica Owens, 22, was sentenced to two years' probation and a $1,000 fine Oct. 28 for using her phone at McCabe Hall to link customers with prostitutes working for her 'Exposure Unlimited' operation.

DePaul had suspended Owens in June, soon after police arrested her on prostitution charges.

"Owens," police Sgt. Jack Halpin said, "was the middleman between the prostitutes and the customers."

AAB Questions Minor

By Julie Thorns
anchor Staff Writer

The Academic Affairs Board is presently struggling with some issues concerning the structure and program of academic minors.

Minors are a virtually new aspect of the Hope curriculum, having been added no more than 10 years ago after student requests.

The students felt an added area of expertise on their transcripts might help in finding a job. The Academic Affairs Board approved the idea and added it to the curriculum.

Each department developed its own minor, with the only restriction being to keep the required amount of hours at 20. This was to avoid piling extra classes on student schedules and to have enough hours with their majors and the core curriculum.

Since then, some departments have exceeded the 20 credit limit, which has raised some concerns that the minors are getting too hard.

Another issue up for debate is the proliferation of minors now available. Some departments have added two or three new minors and the AAB is concerned about how many each department should be allowed to have.

The main questions still asked are what purpose a minor should serve and how the minor program should be structured. There are no grade point requirements for minors and they are not required for graduation.

Wolthuis Is Panelist

Dr. Ronald Wolthuis, associate professor of education at Hope, was a panelist at the 10th annual Teacher Education Division - Council for Exceptional Children Conference in Arlington, Va. on Friday, Nov. 13.

The council was re-examining the relationship between general and special education.

Wolthuis served on a panel with other Michigan educators sharing their work in planning for the 1990s.

Lakeshore Limousine Service

RADIO DISPATCHED 24 HR. ANSWERING SERVICE

Formals This Weekend ??
Why not go in style
Call us for our Hope prices

"Luxury transportation at an affordable price."

Phone: (616) 392-5380
Telephone Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Fundamentalists Lose Control Of Baptists Colleges

(CPS) - Fundamentalist Baptists lost the presidencies of Georgia, North Carolina and Texas to more moderate colleagues in church elections three weeks ago, some because of fundamentalist efforts to gain control of Baptist colleges in their states.

In October, for example, Lee Roberts - a Baptist layman from Atlanta - sent a open letter to fundamentalists claiming Mercer University had become a center of immoral student behavior, and suggested trying to replace the school's board of trustees.

Fundamentalists succeeded in prompting the retirement of the presidents of Southeastern Theological Seminary in North Carolina, and, with their new majority on the school's board, pledged to hire only fundamentalist professors.

The "literalist" Baptists - who believe biblical accounts of history are literally true - also have gained some control at Southwestern Theological Seminary in Dallas.

Lincoln Student Hit

On Monday, Nov. 23, a five-year-old Lincoln Elementary student was hit after rushing out in front of a van. William Renkema, who ran a distance of 1000 meters, was struck near the corner of 11th Street and Columbia Avenue at approximately 12:30 p.m. Officers from Public Safety were first on the scene and were later assisted by the Holland Police and Fire Departments in aiding the young child.

The driver of the vehicle was not issued any tickets and Renkema was listed in stable condition at Holland Community Hospital on Monday afternoon.

HOPE COLLEGE ESCORT SERVICE

Through the coordinated efforts of Public Safety and participating fraternities, an escort service is available.

Registered student escorts are on call to assist with a walking escort service anywhere on or near campus.

To use the service call X7770

☆☆☆ between the hours of dusk and 1:00a.m.

fraternity members will provide the escorts.

☆☆☆ after 1:00a.m., the Public Safety Staff will provide the escorts.

Couldn't Publish Last Week

A scheduling error left the campus without a newspaper before the beginning of Thanksgiving Break.

According to editor Brian Breen, The anchor had planned on publishing an edition on Nov. 28 before classes were dismissed for the holiday. The next edition will be on follow on Dec. 9. The Sentinel was already busy preparing their Thanksgiving edition, and would not allow their facilities to be used by the anchor staff.

"What this means is we'll publish today, like we hadn't planned," said Breen.

The final edition of the first semester will be published on Dec. 9 as scheduled. No issue is printed the final week due to exams. The first issue of the new semester will be printed Jan. 11.

Campaign Tomorrow

The annual Hope College Holland-Zeeland Community Campaign will be held tomorrow (Thursday, Dec. 3) under the leadership of Gal Hering, chief executive officer of Atmosphere Processing.

The Campaign is part of an annual effort by business people in Holland and Zeeland to raise funds for current college operations. The goal for the campaign is $250,000.

"Hope College is an important asset to the Holland-Zeeland area in terms of economic, cultural, intellectual and spiritual impact on our community," said Hering. "Even though I did not graduate from Hope, I enthusiastically support the mission of the college."

Business leaders participating in the campaign will team-up with Hope faculty and staff members. Over 55 teams will call on 300 area businesses. The call will meet for breakfast at 7:30 a.m. in the Maas Auditorium on the day of the campaign.
Ronny Romm Amazes All

By Scott Mancini
anchor Entertainment Editor

On Nov. 20 a surprisingly large crowd showed up at the Kleiz, despite the snowy conditions, to see the Ronny Romm Show sponsored by S.A.C. Ronny Romm is a professional entertainer who uses his powers of Extra Sensory Perception to, in his words, "have everybody wrung up, relax, and have some fun. I'm not out to prove anything." Ronny described his ability as, "telepathy — the mind communication."

He first realized he had this ability when he was about 12 years old, and he has been developing it ever since. "I always knew who was on the phone before I answered it," says Ronny. He continued, "I don't consider what I do a special power, it's an ability that all people have. Anyone could do it if they wanted to." Romm was a pre-medical student at Stony Brook's College in upstate New York. He decided that using his ability to entertain and astonish would be more satisfying. "I'm not a theorist, I'm not an academic. I'm in show business," Romm said.

Ronny began his show with very basic guesses games that are the staple of many magicians and entertainers. He asked an audience member to stand up and count the change in his pocket. He then asked the young man to concentrate his mind on the sum of coins. Ronny quickly guessed the correct amount.

Next he asked several members of the audience to pick numbers in their mind and concentrate on them. These he also quickly guessed. For one of his more surprising feats Ronny asked three volunteers to each choose a three digit number and write it down. The sum of the three numbers was added up. Then an envelope which Ronny had sealed earlier in the day was opened. The numbers in the envelope was the same as the sum of the three volunteers' numbers, 1674.

At this point the previously 'fooled' crowd began to wake up with amazement. They had forgotten Ronny's earlier snide jokes and now were concentrating on his increasingly incredible ability.

For the final part of the show Mr. Romm had three volunteers to each assist him in first tapping and then blindfolding his eyes and face. Ronny was seated at a table with a large bowl of objects. He asked a volunteer to select an object from the bowl. It was a starfish. Ronny quickly spelled out the word "starfish". The object was returned to the bowl.

"I have a show about three years ago. It was about the sum of coins. Ronny quickly gave the number in the envelope. The sum of the coins was added up. Then an envelope which Ronny had sealed earlier in the day was opened. The numbers in the envelope was the same as the sum of the three volunteers' numbers, 1674."

Ronny had another trick up his sleeve, a trick that would astound the audience. He announced that he would read the minds of his volunteers. He asked an audience member to pick a random number. Some papers with numbers in them, 1674. He immediately. Others he hesitated on, placing them against his brow, or rubbing his fingers together. It seemed to be looking for the ones that had strong vibes.

Those that Ronny did expound upon, he easily guessed that persons name, number, and the nature of their problem; deluding the crowd into thinking he was reading the minds of the volunteers. "It's important for stations to consider the indecency policy a month ago, but, until an official decision is reached, broadcasters say, 'they'll keep censoring themselves.'

While advertisers and ratings battles tend to keep off-phalangeus stations close to the mainstream, the FCC's April rule change drastically altered programming at campus stations, which feature experimental shows and often celebrate the outrageous.

"College radio is at the forefront of doing things different," said WUSB station manager Norm Pruslin. "Every time you have to ask yourself can I do this, that's a chilling effect. Stations are smart to be cautious, but it stiffles creativity." So at the University of Washington, KCMU jocks no longer say "the Butthole Surfers" when referring to their thrash band, in order to play it safe. "Now our DJs say the FCC Surfers," cracked station manager Chris Knab.

John Murphy of the University of Connecticut's WHUS no longer airs Lenny Bruce monologues because the comedian — arrested several times 25 years ago for using what was called indecent material — might offend FCC sensibilities. "The guy's in the grave and he's still getting hit with this stuff."

"It's important for stations and their staffs to understand the rules and the implications," said Pruslin. "Do you really want to risk your license to broadcast a few dirty words?"

The FCC's new rule also has chased some gay, sex education, and experimental shows and often celebrate the outrageous. The FCC's new rule also has chased some gay, sex education, and experimental shows and often celebrate the outrageous. The FCC's new rule also has chased some gay, sex education, and experimental shows and often celebrate the outrageous.

"WUSB has a lot of blander on purpose. At some campuses, the changes have torn apart staffs, and led to rhetorical wars with station managers and college officials."

The station's retreat to "safe" music and paper was lauded by the Dead Kennedys and other groups. Warns volunteers not to air music that has always bothered them. "The FCC and the left," cracked station manager Dave Smith of Penn State's WPSU, "has always bothered the right, who wants to impose its own morality on the rest of us and clean up the airwaves. And Pacifica," she said, referring to the non-profit foundation that owns KPFK, "has always bothered Republicans."

"The FCC and the right," agreed Pacifica President and Executive Director David Salkin, "are out to get us." Pacifica, a leftist radio network, lost a 1973 battle with the FCC, which stopped one of its stations, WBAI in New York.
Inxs Doesn’t Score With “Kick” 

By Brian Breen
anchor Editor

Let’s get one thing straight. This is a good album. But ever since “The Swing” was released in 1984, Inxs has yet to reach the artistic level that existed three years ago. And “Kick”, their latest album, doesn’t change this lucky reputation.

Of their last three albums, this is the least impressive by the six-man Australian band. However, it really doesn’t matter which just that “Listen Like Thieves” (their last album) couldn’t top “The Swing”. And now “Kick” cannot top “Listen Like Thieves”, so it puts a lot of musical distance between 1984 and 1987.

Lead vocalist Michael Hutchence still sounds great as ever, and the band does experiment with rhythms generally ignored in the past. For example, guitarist Tim Farriss and Kirk Pengilly seem to have picked up on the stinging guitar work of YES. Overall, the music has a more textured sound, as long as one doesn’t get caught straddled in the layerings. If Inxs was a “cult” group at the beginning of the 80’s (remember the single “Don’t Change”), they’re certainly a mainstream progressive and rock band now. Yet, some musical elements have remained constant throughout their career. The continued use of brass instruments on “Kick” is one of them.

What’s lacking is the boldness and danceability of their previous albums. Instead of making sweeping lyrical statements (a notable past example is “I Send A Message” from “The Swing”), Inxs has switched to just making general comments. On “Devil Inside” Hutchence sings, “...look at them go, look at them kick, makes you wonder how the other half lives.” And on “Wild Life” it gets even less pointed. “Take one step out the door – look around for a whole lot more. Off in the distance fire burn bright, we make decisions that’s what we do - that’s what we do.”

There are some well written songs, though. “New Sensation”, “Never Tear Us Apart”, and “Mystify” won’t leave most fans empty. But, “Guns in the Sky” and “Tiny Daggers” will. The rest is pretty much in-between, depending on what you’ve liked about Inxs in the past.

“Kick” has been billed as a great album by a good band. And there’s no doubt Inxs has a large following. But you have to be a little disappointed.

Could the reaction to this album be different without the achievements of the past two? There’s no doubt in my mind. But good bands become great bands by topping their previous work. After some stunning music early in their career, one question remains: Has Inxs finally peaked?

Let’s hope not.

“Dining Room” This Weekend

“The Dining Room,” Hope College players’ second production this season will open Friday, Dec. 4 at 8 p.m. in the DeVitt Center Main Theatre on campus.

Additional performances of “The Dining Room” will be staged Dec. 5 and 6. An Audience Participation Program will also be held immediately following the Dec. 5 performance. Led by Dr. James Cook, Dr. George Ralph and Mrs. Jackie Domcell, this season will give the public members the opportunity to respond to and ask questions about the production they are witnessing.

Theatre faculty member John Tammi directs this modern comedy by A.R. Gurney, set in the dining rooms of several families. Tammi directed last year’s “Bus Stop” and “Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead.” He was last year’s recipient of the prestigious Kennedy Center Medal for Distinction as a member of the University of New Mexico’s theatre program.

cont. from page 7

from airing comedian George Carlin’s “Seven dirty words” in a dialogue in which he lampoons the FCC for banning certain words.

Last year, the FCC referred Pacifica to the Justice Department for broadcasting “Jerker,” but the Justice Department declined to take action.

Pacifica, too, is playing it safe. KCSB station manager Malcolm Gault-Williams says the network is playing it too safe. Although the station was condemned for “Makin’ Bacon,” the FCC’s ruling “hasn’t hindered our ability to air alternative programming.”

The implications are tremendous, since Pacifica is emulated and respected as a leader in this field. They’ve gone overboard.

KCSB DJs, however, are required to pre-screen material. The station also has limited the hour that objectionable material can be aired. “Makin’ Bacon” is one of our most requested songs. We just don’t play it until the early morning,” Gault-Williams said.

“We’ve been very aggressive legally fighting this,” countered Cheese. “It’s cost us $100,000 to battle this ruling. I’m disappointed KCSB hasn’t filed its own appeal.”

But college radio stations can’t be as aggressive as Pacifica, Pruslin said. Not only do they have to fight the FCC, they must also win over their own schools’ administrations and trustees. College radio licenses are usually held by trustees.

“The lot of red tape,” Indeed, two weeks ago the University of New Mexico’s student Senate refused to give $500 to a group of students wanting to restart a programming change at KUNM, which will no longer air cultural, Hispanic, Native American or protest music.

But Mankato State University’s KMSU already limits itself to classical and jazz music because the station is “a reflection of the university,” station manager Bill McGinley noted.

Major Concert Dates

Dec. 3 PAT METHENY, State Theatre, Kalamazoo.
Dec. 5 AEROSMITH & DOKKEN, Joe Louis Arena, Detroit.
Dec. 7 JAMES TAYLOR, Welsh Auditorium, Grand Rapids.
Dec. 11 JAY LENO, Masonic Temple, Detroit.
Dec. 11 JOHN DENVER, Wings Stadium, Kalamazoo.
Dec. 12 BOBBY McFERRIN, State Theatre, Kalamazoo.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

Dec. 3, 1987

Dec. 4, 1987

Dec. 5, 1987

QUAD 31 ½ off any $4.00 ticket - 1 or 2 tickets - with this entire ad - good thru

Fatal Attraction Running Man Cinderella

Suspended Flowers In The Attic

HOLLAND ½ off any $4.00 ticket - 1 or 2 tickets - with this entire ad - good thru 10-15

These films may change

$1.50 all seats & shows Fatal Beauty - R
Hansel Speaks In Dimment Chapel

By Kaylene Shannon
anchor Feature Editor

"Laughter is one of the most sacred sounds in the world. Psalm 128 reads, ...and their mouths were filled with laughter and their tongues with shouts of joy." Let's face it, life itself is funny.

This quote by Tim Hansel provided one of the many themes for his speech in Dimment Chapel two weeks ago on Nov. 18. Not only did Hansel succeed in making his audience laugh, but also inspired a few tears among his listeners. Few, if any people left the chapel that night without a wide smile on their face.

Hansel's main purpose was to convince his audience to learn to celebrate their uniqueness. He said, "Each and everyone of us is absolutely unique. The story of one of us is the story of us all. Unless you live out your story to its fullness, we all lose."

Hansel felt that in today's society, it is particularly difficult to be true ourselves with the perpetual barrage from media advertising telling us we do not add up. He said that within our lifetime we see 500,000 to 1,000,000 commercials telling us we need a certain product because we are not okay as we are. This can seriously damages our self-esteem whether we realize it or not.

To boost your self-esteem, Hansel recommended five steps: Accept yourself, know yourself, celebrate yourself and forget yourself.

"The courage to accept yourself is the greatest act of courage in your life. We all need to love who we are and who we are becoming and then give that love away to others. It is so easy to forget to encourage one another. I have never met anyone who was too encouraged," stated Hansel.

He also urged the audience to meet their full potential in every way possible. Hansel cited a study performed by Harvard ("a small junior college out East") that showed that people reach only two to 10 percent of their full potential during their lifetimes.

He considered this exciting news because it means we possess so much untapped knowledge that would prove fascinating and enlightening if we were to encourage one another to love who we are and who we are becoming.

"When is the last time you lived life to the hilt?" he asked the audience. "I believe in a Heavenly Father who is trustworthy, and so we should learn to live life with a sense of reckless abandonment."

I have written four commandments which I believe, if followed, will encourage us to celebrate the uniqueness in us all. They are: Thou shalt slow down. Thou shalt live in the here and now. Thou shalt be greatful and thou shalt not take thyself too seriously. One of the most important questions I know is, 'Are you fun to live with, even if you live alone?' We need to have fun sometimes. Don't take yourself too seriously. God takes you seriously enough."

Hansel concluded by encouraging his audience to celebrate themselves with everything they have. Self-esteem is a choice; a powerful, courageous decision to love forget, accept, be and celebrate what we all are.

Sophomore Don Kent said of the speech, "I feel challenged and good about myself and who I am right now. I have been reminded that there is great cause to love everyone around me."

"Though he was great! I laughed until I cried. He made me feel happy to be myself," said sophomore Sue Hartong.

If you were unfortunate enough to miss Tim Hansel's speech, at least take heed to what he had to say. Celebrate yourself. Be unique and be fun. As John study once did: "The world is learning to laugh at themselves will never cease to be entertained."

**Great Lakes Pizza Co.**

**Soviet Television Comes to MSU**

**Michigan State**

**Experiences Russia**

**EAST LANSING, MI** - Thanks to a federal grant and some futuristic technology, students at Michigan State University will soon feel like they are "back in the USSR."

The recent purchase of a new satellite antenna system will give MSU students, faculty, and staff the opportunity to sample programs on Moscow's Channel 1, the state-run television station from the Soviet Union's capital city.

A typical broadcast day in the Soviet Union might include exercise programs, talk shows, poetry readings, travelogues, news shows and even tours of Soviet factories. These shows may not have the glitz of "Dallas" or the humor of David Letterman, but they provide a window through which to view Soviet society.

"Now, in this period of Glasnost, it is extremely important to study Soviet television because it plays such a significant role in the changes being made by the Gorbachev government," said Vladimir Shlapentokh, an MSU professor of sociology who was instrumental in obtaining funding for the antenna system.

Television is a reflection of the effect Glasnost has had on Soviet society, Shlapentokh said. "Now they have real public debates on Soviet television," he said. "They actually challenge superiors and discuss subjects which were once taboo, such as drug and alcohol abuse and prostitution."

The signal from the new antenna hook-up will be distributed throughout campus by MSU Instructional Television Services. A number of academic departments may take advantage of the programming, particularly political science, sociology, telecommunication, journalism, linguistics and languages.

The antenna system picks up signals from a system of four Soviet satellites called Molniya. These satellites, which orbit the earth in a high elliptical polar orbit, are designed to send programs from Moscow to distant locations in the USSR such as Siberia.

While the Molniya signals can be picked up in the United States, it is not possible to receive them on a standard backyard satellite dish. Special computer software is needed to guide the receiving antenna as it tracks the moving Molniya satellites.

Installation of the new antenna system was made possible by a $40,000 grant from the United States Information Agency. Other MSU units supporting the project are the Office of the Provost, Vice President for Research, International Studies, the College of Communication Arts and Sciences, and the College of Arts and Letters.
Lambert Arrives In Hiroshima

By David Lambert

Editor's note: This is the 10th in a series which chronicles the exploits, adventures, and thoughts of David Lambert during his travels in Japan on the Japan May Term last spring.

We arrived in Kyoto on a rainy Sunday. On Monday it was raining also, reminding us that monsoon season, which starts in June, had arrived. We took a tour of the temples and shrines of Kyoto in the rain. Tuesday proved to be a much brighter day, which was fortunate, because on Tuesday we went to Hiroshima.

When one is in Hiroshima, it helps if one can fold a paper crane. I visited Sadako, a girl who died of leukemia caused by the radiation from the bomb which was dropped on Hiroshima. She believed in the legend of the thousand cranes, and her name is Tanako. The cranes are put on the monument for Sadako's monument, and placed with the others.

One of the things which my visit to Hiroshima taught me was that it is vitally important for Americans to learn the Japanese language if we are to understand Japanese people and culture. My impression of the man who prayed for me was that he didn't speak good English, although he had no reason to speak English at all. In the same way, the schoolkids I attempted having conversations with undoubtedly thought me a little dumb because I didn't speak much Japanese. I know I felt more than a little dumb.

The question that I asked him the crane which I had been folding. As I folded, I asked him the crane which I had been folding. He agreed, and told me to close my eyes. He then showed me was how I wanted to make it.

When he had finished the prayer, I felt refreshed, but uncertain of what to do to thank him. I decided that I would give him the crane which I had been folding. As I folded, I asked him what religion he belonged to, as he had spoken of a god whose name I had not heard before. Unfortunately, he did not understand my question, and could not answer.

I tried to fill in the silence by reciting his prayer with a hug, but the hug was not reciprocated, and he left before I could finish folding the crane. I was going to give it to him. I finished folding the crane, and rang the Bell of Peace, pulling back the wooden post which served as the clapper five times. Then I took my third crane to Sadako's monument, and placed it with the others.

One of the things which my visit to Hiroshima taught me was that it is vitally important for Americans to learn the Japanese language if we are to understand Japanese people and culture. My impression of the man who prayed for me was because I didn't speak good English.

As I folded, I asked him the crane which I had been folding. He agreed, and told me to close my eyes. He then showed me was how I wanted to make it.

When he had finished the prayer, I felt refreshed, but uncertain of what to do to thank him. I decided that I would give him the crane which I had been folding. As I folded, I asked him what religion he belonged to, as he had spoken of a god whose name I had not heard before. Unfortunately, he did not understand my question, and could not answer.

I tried to fill in the silence by reciting his prayer with a hug, but the hug was not reciprocated, and he left before I could finish folding the crane. I was going to give it to him. I finished folding the crane, and rang the Bell of Peace, pulling back the wooden post which served as the clapper five times. Then I took my third crane to Sadako's monument, and placed it with the others.

One of the things which my visit to Hiroshima taught me was that it is vitally important for Americans to learn the Japanese language if we are to understand Japanese people and culture. My impression of the man who prayed for me was because I didn't speak good English, although he had no reason to speak English at all. In the same way, the schoolkids I attempted having conversations with undoubtedly thought me a little dumb because I didn't speak much Japanese. I know I felt more than a little dumb.

The question that I asked him was "What?" "Bye-bye." "Sayonara."

Another thing Hiroshima showed me was how I wanted to deny reality in the face of nuclear holocaust. As I looked at the remains of the A-bomb Dome — the only building to have been preserved as it was after the attack — and the artifacts of the blast in the Peace Memorial Museum, I wanted to deny the reality of what I knew had happened. At the dome one could see the shadows of what looked like people. I didn't want to admit to myself that the shadows were of people — maybe, I thought, the shadows were just scorch marks left by the blast.

In the museum, there were pictures of the architectural and human devastation after the explosion. A panorama showed mamequeis with charred skin. The building will be preserved as it was after the blast.

There were also pictures of charred fabrics, shadows burned on buildings, pieces of charred wood, and a piece of steel bridge which had been twisted and bent by the bomb's impact. There were also pictures of fingernails which had grown back hideously deformed, a radiated horse (stuffed), hair which had fallen out of a victim's head, pictures of hairless women, pictures of bleeding cuts, and burns of every description.

There was also a picture of a mass grave with 60 or 70 skulls and bones, and burns, which is a sobering collection, but I still felt the need to deny that the act from which the collection resulted had ever happened.

The plaque in front of the A-bomb Dome says that the ruins of the building will be preserved forever. One only hopes that the ruins will forever speak for a horror that will not be repeated. As I watched the schoolkids stream by me, I wondered if they understood the horror and the message of the park any better than I could, or if their day there was just another field trip.
Hope College Tops In MIAA

Hope College finds itself in a familiar position atop the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association (MIAA) all-sports standings after the end of fall competition. The MIAA all-sports banner is awarded to the member school with the best cumulative record in all of the league's 17 sports for men and women. Hope is seeking an unprecedented ninth straight all-sports award.

After the fall season, Hope totaled 74 all-sports points followed by Calvin with 64, Alma 45, Albion 37, Kalamazoo 30, Adrian 22, and Olivet 20.

Hope crowned four league champions this fall: football, women's cross-country, golf, and volleyball. All of the other teams finished in the upper half of their respective races. The men's cross-country team was second while the field hockey and soccer teams ended in third places.

The all-sports award was initiated by the MIAA in 1934-35. Hope has won the honor 16 times followed by Albion and Kalamazoo with 13 each, Alma 5 and Calvin 2.

Athletes Named To Regional Teams In Two Sports

Four Hope College student-athletes have been honored at the regional level for outstanding performances on their respective fall sports teams. Amy Johnson, a junior from Wilmette, Ill., has been voted to performances on their respective athletes have been honored at the Susan Walter, a senior from Wappinger Falls, N.Y., has received honorable mention with the best cumulative record awarded to the member school.

The Flying Dutch, a team of two sports standings after the end of the school year. The team's captains presented Devette with a portrait depicting scenes from his coaching career.

As a special recognition, members of the football team honored coach Russ Devette who is retiring from the Hope faculty at the end of the school year. The team's captains presented Devette with a portrait depicting scenes from his coaching career.

Senior tight ends Todd Ackermann of Parchment and Bill Vanderbilt of Hamilton were senior linebacker Don Dlabiughi of Cadillac received that honor on defense for the second year in a row. The trio played on three MIAA championship teams, posting a 17-2 league record during their college careers.

Senior Jeff Dawson of Swartz Creek was voted the recipient of the Allen C. Kinney award which is presented to a player by the coaching staff for maximum overall contribution to the football program. A starting defensive back, Dawson was one of the captains of this year's team.

Voted captains of the 1988 Flying Dutchmen were Mark Hahn, a junior from Whitehall; Jeff Getzinger, a junior from Rogers City; Keith Stewart, a senior from Grand Rapids; and Matt Vredenberg, a senior from Grand Rapids.

Senior Randy Johnson of Grand Rapids was voted the most valuable runner in men's cross-country. Johnson was a four-time all-MIAA runner for the Flying Dutchmen. Voted the most improved runner on the men's team was Dal Townsend, a sophomore from Clayton. The 1988 tri-captains will be Dave Cooper, a junior from Wyananskill, N.Y.; Dave Kingma, a junior from Grand Rapids; and Mike Northuis, a junior from Grand Haven.

Junior Tauna Jecmen of Jenison was voted the most valuable runner on the women's cross-country team. Jecmen was also the most valuable runner in the MIAA this fall and captured first place honors at the NCAA Great Lakes Regional last Saturday. Voted the most improved runner was Missy Fleming of Allegan. Jecmen and Fleming will be the co-captains of the 1988 team.

Junior Amy Johnson of Wilmette, Ill., was voted the most valuable player on the field hockey team while junior Lisa Chafee of Ludington was named the most improved. Tri-captains of the 1988 team will be junior Susan Buttry of Arden Hills, Minn., Johnson, and junior Stephanie Juister of Berrien Springs. Selected the most valuable player on the jayvee team was freshman Katie Stryker of Romeo while freshman Abby Van Duyne of Flint was chosen the most improved jayvee player.

Senior Todd Winkler of Bloomfield Hills was voted the most valuable soccer player. Selected as the most inspirational player was senior Curt Blankenspoor of Holland while freshman Brett Keating of Kalamazoo was honored as the most improved player. Tri-captains of the 1988 soccer team will be junior Hans Hiemstra of Hart, sophomore Steve Ullenis of Muskegon, and sophomore Brent VanBloys of Kalamazoo.

Senior DeeAnn Knoll of Grand Rapids was voted the most valuable player in volleyball. Knoll was also voted the most valuable player in the MIAA. Selected the most improved player was freshman Lisa Wollerink of Holland. Tri-captains of the 1988 volleyball team will be junior Dianne Brown of Byron Center, junior Stacy Kyes of Allegan, and junior Sarah Smith of Grand Rapids.

Most valuable players on the jayvee team were freshman Kristi Mortenson of Grand Rapids and Michelle Steer of Zeeland while the most improved player was Lisa Nordlund of Ravenna.

Voted the most improve member of the football cheerleading squad was Jeff Mulder of Holland.

Despite Heavy Snow, NCAA Division III Championships Are Run In Holland

By Ben Hanneman

Anchor Sports Editor

Hope College and Holland were alive with action two Saturday's ago as the NCAA Division III National Cross Country championships were held for the first time at the Holland Country Club.

With heavy snow over most of Western Michigan on Friday many questions remained about the possible course conditions for race day.

Meet director William Vanderplaat and his crew put those questions to rest clearing a large area around the start-finish line and an eight foot strip around the entire course making last year's Nationals conditions look deplorable.

The favorite in the women's race appeared to be St. Thomas of Minnesota, winner of last year's Nationals in Fredonia, NY. This time St Thomas was forced to share the championship with a tough University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh team.

The Lady Dutch team improved their 1986 ranking finishing ninth overall. Leading the way for Hope was Sandra Lake with Tauna Jecmen just 15 seconds behind.

With Calvin representing the MIAA Hope fans were forced to watch the Knights compete for the top spot in the nation.

Calvin qualified for the Nationals by outrunning Hope to the MIAA crown. Knight sophomore Adam Suarez qualified as an all-American as he finished 13th overall with a time of 24:56.

The 1987 National Men's Cross Country championship went to North Central as they finished with five runners in the top 25 and outsored UW Lacrosse by 11 points.

Athletes Honored At Sports Banquet

Hope College honored its fall sports participants during an awards assembly two weeks ago.

Hope teams won four MIAA championships this fall finishing first in football and golf for the second year in a row, women's cross country for the third straight year, and captured a first-ever volleyball crown.

As a special recognition, members of the football team honored coach Russ Devette who is retiring from the Hope faculty at the end of the school year. The team's captains presented Devette with a portrait depicting scenes from his coaching career.

Senior tight ends Todd Ackermann of Parchment and Bill Vanderbilt of Hamilton were voted the most valuable offensive football players while senior linebacker Don Dlabiughi of Cadillac received that honor on defense for the second year in a row. The trio played on three MIAA championship teams, posting a 17-2 league record during their college careers.

Senior Jeff Dawson of Swartz Creek was voted the recipient of the Allen C. Kinney award which is presented to a player by the coaching staff for maximum overall contribution to the football program. A starting defensive back, Dawson was one of the captains of this year's team.

Voted captains of the 1988 Flying Dutchmen were Mark Hahn, a junior from Whitehall; Jeff Getzinger, a junior from Rogers City; Keith Stewart, a senior from Grand Rapids; and Matt Vredenberg, a senior from Grand Rapids.

Senior Randy Johnson of Grand Rapids was voted the most valuable runner in men's cross-country. Johnson was a four-time all-MIAA runner for the Flying Dutchmen. Voted the most improved runner on the men's team was Dal Townsend, a sophomore from Clayton. The 1988 tri-captains will be Dave Cooper, a junior from Wyananskill, N.Y.; Dave Kingma, a junior from Grand Rapids; and Mike Northuis, a junior from Grand Haven.

Junior Tauna Jecmen of Jenison was voted the most valuable runner on the women's cross-country team. Jecmen was also the most valuable runner in the MIAA this fall and captured first place honors at the NCAA Great Lakes Regional last Saturday. Voted the most improved runner was Missy Fleming of Allegan. Jecmen and Fleming will be the co-captains of the 1988 team.

Junior Amy Johnson of Wilmette, Ill., was voted the most valuable player on the field hockey team while junior Lisa Chafee of Ludington was named the most improved. Tri-captains of the 1988 team will be junior Susan Buttry of Arden Hills, Minn., Johnson, and junior Stephanie Juister of Berrien Springs. Selected the most valuable player on the jayvee team was freshman Katie Stryker of Romeo while freshman Abby Van Duyne of Flint was chosen the most improved jayvee player.

Senior Todd Winkler of Bloomfield Hills was voted the most valuable soccer player. Selected as the most inspirational player was senior Curt Blankenspoor of Holland while freshman Brett Keating of Kalamazoo was honored as the most improved player. Tri-captains of the 1988 soccer team will be junior Hans Hiemstra of Hart, sophomore Steve Ullenis of Muskegon, and sophomore Brent VanBloys of Kalamazoo.

Senior DeeAnn Knoll of Grand Rapids was voted the most valuable player in volleyball. Knoll was also voted the most valuable player in the MIAA. Selected the most improved player was freshman Lisa Wollerink of Holland. Tri-captains of the 1988 volleyball team will be junior Dianne Brown of Byron Center, junior Stacy Kyes of Allegan, and junior Sarah Smith of Grand Rapids.

Most valuable players on the jayvee team were freshman Kristi Mortenson of Grand Rapids and Michelle Steer of Zeeland while the most improved player was Lisa Nordlund of Ravenna.

Voted the most improve member of the football cheerleading squad was Jeff Mulder of Holland.

Athletes Honored At Sports Banquet
It’s the Friday night before the National Cross Country Championship two weeks ago and all of Holland is being inundated by several inches of snow.

I look out the living room of Belt Cottage and wonder how anyone would be able to get the course in any semblence of shape in a matter of just 12 hours.

Saturday the entire nation of Division III colleges will descend on the Holland Country Club in the form of the top runners, the shape of...

Oh, I guess someone already got that one too.

Meet director and Hope coach Bill Vanderbilt, with the help of his snow crew cleared a huge area around the start-finish line that would have made the crew at the Packer football snow bowls look silly.

All morning several compliments flowed around about the course and that the seven-eight foot path cleared the entire course made last year’s Nationals in Fredonia look like a wash-out.

The only glitch on the day was the awards ceremony where the men’s results were delayed. It was minor, though compared to the spectacular job by Vanderbilt and all those who helped make it a success.


Hope Does Fine CC Meet
Ben J. Hanneman
Sports Editor

MIAA Soccer Team Announced

Champion Calvin College heads the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association (MIAA) all-conference soccer team announced two weeks ago by the league’s coaches. Calvin captured the championship with an 11-0-1 record and advanced to the NCAA Division III playoffs. The Knights were 14-5-1 overall.

The Knights landed five players on the all-conference first team, led by senior forward David Fosold of Lansing who was voted the league’s most valuable player.

Calvin fullback Bert Bowden, a senior from Clifton Park, N.Y., was voted to the all-MIAA team for the third year in a row. Joining him for the first time were teammates Stanley Hieleana, a senior midfielder from Calgary, Alberta, Canada; Tom Wybenga, a junior fullback from Tallmadge, Ohio; and Jeff Weenhuys, a junior goalie from Brockfield, Wis.

League runner-up Kalamazoo College had two players receive first team honors for the second year in row—sophomore forward Peter Dewhirst of Ann Arbor and junior fullback Chris Dukes of Portage.

Others named to the first team—all for the first time were Albion senior forward John Farnese of Sterling Heights, Hope senior midfielder Todd Winkler of Bloomfield Hills, Albion senior midfileder Doug Strachan of Sterling Heights, and Hope sophomore fullback Brent VanBlok of West Bloomfield.

Players voted to the second team included: forwards — Calvin senior Mark Hendricks of Grand Prairie, Alberta, Canada; Calvin junior Kurt Kolar of Mentor, Ohio, and Kalamazoo freshman Derek Bylema of Ann Arbor; midfielders — Hope senior Mike Kubert of Troy, Kalamazoo junior Dan Coats of Traverse City, Kalamazoo senior Mike Greening of Royal Oak; fullbacks — Albion junior Radwan Faraj of Dearborn, Kalamazoo freshman Jeff Wilson of Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo sophomore Alex O’Kulich of Birmingham, Adrian freshman Chris Thornton of Troy, Hope senior Jeff Beird of Saginaw; and goalie — Hope senior Kurt Blankespoor of Holland.

Dutch fans watch the start of the nationals at the Holland Country club.

ENTERTAINMENT

Accepting Applications for S.A.C.
Main Planning Board Positions.

A limited number of positions open for next semester.
Applications Available in the Student Development office beginning Wed Nov. 25th.

Applications due by Dec. 11th. Questions?
Contact Bruce King x7800, Scott Wolterink or
Janyne Brouwer.
Tanning Special! 15 sessions $20.00 One Month $30.00 Unlimited $30.00

1 trial session $2.00 exp.
11-14-87

CSO

COLUMBIA AVE

CRUISE SHIPS

NOW HIRING M/F

Summer & Career Opportunities

Will Train. Excellent pay plus

world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,

Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW!

206-736-0779 Ext. 444

OPEN 24 HOURS

• LOTTO •

• PACKAGED LIQUOR •

• KEG BEER •

• VIDEOS •

WATCH FOR WEEKLY BEER SPECIALS

This week's special!

Coors 16 oz. cans for the price of 12 oz. !

$10.80 a case!

FAMILY DENTISTRY

24 Hour Emergency Service

399-0288

Students we accept your parent's insurance

p., piero d.d.s.

Comer Buttem & Riley

MARKETING FIRM IN NEED OF PART TIME SALES HELP!

(next 3 months)

Market VISA cards, earn $200 before Christmas

Call collect (616) 669-0477

between 4 & 5pm, 6 days a week.
Freeze Frame:

How did you feel about the registration process this semester?

Jay Havenaar
Sophomore

“Generally good course selection, but the process is kinda slow.”

Chuck Alex
Senior

“The classes offered in the philosophy and religion departments more than adequately satisfy my interests, but the geology department is very limited in course offerings.”

Elke Sappok
Senior

“There is not enough variety for one thing. I think it’s ridiculous that we can’t get the classes we want since we pay a lot of money.”

Dave Herman
Freshman

“It was good, but they should have a larger selection of sections for each class offered.”

Michelle Lobisco
Junior

“I’ve never really had any problems with registration. The only time I’ve ever encountered problems is when I had to wait a semester. John Huiskin is a honey pie.”

TYPISTS — Hundreds weekly at home! Write: P.O. Box 17, Clark, NJ 08066

PART TIME — HOME MAILING PROGRAM! Excellent income! Details, send self-addressed, stamped envelope. WEST, Box 3877, Hillside, NJ 07205

Gay Female seeks bi or gay females for fun and frolic. Possible relationship. Discretion Assured. Include phone and photo if possible. Write P.O. Box 2146, Holland, MI 49442.

Travel Field Opportunity. Gain valuable marketing experience while earning money. Campus representatives needed immediately for spring break trips to Florida or South Padre Island. Call Campus Marketing at 1-800-282-6221.

Anchor classifieds are only 25 cents!! What a deal!!

FREE — Trip to Daytona plus commission. Going to Florida? Go for free. Take advantage of promoting the number 1 Spring Break Trip. If interested call Designer’s of Travel 1-800-453-9074. Immediately!

Eric Lindstrom: How ‘bout them Tigers??? Somebody loves you Denise!!

SLEAZE: No regrets, no love, no tears. Livin’ on my own was the least of my fears — STING

MOKKBEAM: You are wonderful!! (Even if you do cheer for the wrong school) — KKR

Jim: Your “only miracle” is awesome. Congratulations!! — D

Kaylrene: what’s brown, fuzzy, soft, and feels good?! Admit it!! Seeking large house (4-6 people) for next year. Willing to take over lease in May. Call x8393.

To Sleak & Sleazy, Fast & Furious: Bring over some “beandip”. You’ve got us curious. You’re just 20 steps down, so bring the beverage. We’ll get “wild ‘n crazy” and work on your “leverage”. We love you — The Ladies

LOST: Red Canon Snappy 35 mm camera. Lost beginning of November. No clues where — any info please to all x8735 or x8736. REWARD.

Listen to Steve & Erica on WTRG 9-4 a.m. on Tuesday Mornings. ROCKS!!

Do you know anyone with great photos? PLEASE call Ethan Henderson at x5481 anytime of the day or night!!

Will Steve ever finish his Macro paper? Tune in next week and find out!!

Hamster cage for sale, cheap! Used only once by loving pet who was flushed by cruel roommates. Leave personal here for details.

If you shoot a mime, do you have to use a silencer?

Win $250 worth of books from the bookstore! Kappa Chi “Beat the Book Buying Blues” Raffle! Tickets available 5-6 p.m. Mon-Fri at Phelps for $1!!

Wanted: Students! Earn extra money today, for the holidays & Spring Break 1988. No experience or investment necessary, opportunity to be your own boss, work your own hours, earn unlimited income, prizes & trips. Call today, Florida Sands Promotions (904) 257-2467.

Be a winner!! Enter the Kappa Chi Book Buying Blues Raffle! Tickets available 5-6 p.m. outside Phelps for $1. Ya snooze ya’ll loose!!

HOMEMAKERS WANTED! Top Pay!

C.I. 121 24th Ave.
N.W. Suite 222
Norman, OK 73069

PERSONALS
Still Life
Raising
The Fetus
Age
Jim Monnett

"Every woman should make the choice herself," say the pro-choice people. They say that a woman shouldn't ruin her life with an unwanted child. Well, I agree. Now, before anyone reaches down my throat and rips out my heart, let me finish. Since I'm a male and it can't happen to me, I thought I should listen to the arguments on both sides of the abortion issue, and then make an informed opinion.

I have since done that. I move for the pro-choice people. The clinching argument for me was that the child isn't really alive until it is born and gets a soul. I disagree. I don't think that kids get their souls until puberty. Whatever the arguments on both sides of the issue, I'm a male and it can't happen to me. Therefore, mothers should be able to abort the children until the age of twelve. These 'children' will henceforth be called fetuses just like they are before physical birth according to the pro-choice people.

I realize my arguments are revolutionary, but let's look at the evidence. Around twelve puberty starts. The fetus bodies start changing as it a whole new personality (soul) was moving in. Armpit hair grows because the new soul needs the extra space near the heart. The male voice changes as the soul starts taking control of the fetus. The new soul in the female body just transforms everything to such an extent that I don't even want to talk about it.

Another side effect of puberty and the soul arrival is the change in personality. Suddenly the fetuses have wild mood changes as the soul tests out the capabilities of the brains. What we call the old personality is just a reflex action of the brain as it waits for the soul to come in and expand it to the limits of its potential.

Listening to the pro-choice people call the kicking that an unborn fetus does a reflex action, I realized that the same thing is happening with pre-pubescent fetuses. They are moving about, but unliving without a soul. They are just like a chicken that had its head cut off and is still running around. The difference being that the pre-pubescent fetus is responding to so much more stimuli that it can actually carry on a conversation even though it is still soulless.

The other arguments for abortion still apply up until the fetus gets its soul at twelve. The pro-choice people argue that a mother may be too poor to afford a child, or she doesn't want to settle down with a kid because of college. The reasons are numerous, but they apply even more after the fetus is born. It may be preferable for her to try to raise the fetus for a few years. If she really doesn't want it she can put it up for adoption or better yet abort it.

Abortion after birth also cuts down on bad people because a parent can find out if the fetus has natural meanness. If the parents see that the fetus is unruly or cruel around the other fetuses in kindergarten and first grade, they can just put the fetus up for adoption or better yet abort it.

Why put the fetus up for adoption and let a couple who desperately want a child have an unruly fetus? What are the odds anyway of the parents treating a fetus well after they have waited in line for three years to adopt it?

The question may arise how we go about aborting fetuses at the, say, 11 year old stage of development, if they are the odds anyway of the parents treating a fetus well after they have waited in line for three years to adopt it?

Another side effect of puberty is that the pre-pubescent fetus is it's own in line for three years to adopt it? Unliving without a soul. They are just like a chicken that had its head cut off and it would go somewhere else where it'd be destroyed just like the pre-birth fetus.

So what do you say? Let's write our congressman and have the law declare that fetuses get souls at age twelve instead of birth. It is more humane this way.
I am writing to you in reference to an event which occurred on Tuesday night, Nov. 17, at the 1987 Fall Sports Banquet.

First, I would like to applaud all those student-athletes who were recognized for outstanding achievement in their respective sport. Secondly, congratulations should be given to the coaches for a very successful fall season. In particular, I feel Coach DeVette’s thirty plus years of service and devotion to Hope deserves special recognition.

Despite all these accomplishments, however, the evening was slightly tarnished. The program began in style with the presentation of our MIAA champion football team. After recognition and awarding of the team’s individual honors by the coaches and the announcement of next year’s captains, I was a little hurt by the apparent self-centered actions that followed. As the next team was being introduced 90 percent of the football players excused themselves from the remainder of the program. I know that to them the most important part of the program was over and I’m not doubting the fact that other time commitments did exist, but after the tremendous support the Hope community and students gave to the football team this season, I expected at least 40 minutes of support and courtesy in return. I guess my expectations were too high.

Please don’t get me wrong— I’m not saying that anyone intentionally failed to support or recognize another’s accomplishments. Rather, what I’m trying to say is that so often it’s true: actions speak louder than words. Too often, without meaning to, we fail to step out of our own worlds and recognize that others exist. It is my hope that each day we take some time to show (not just tell) others that we truly care about them and care about what is happening in their worlds.

Curtis Blankespoor
674 Larkwood
Holland

Letters To The Editor

Actions Speak Louder Than Words

I am writing to you in reference to an event which occurred on Tuesday night, Nov. 17, at the 1987 Fall Sports Banquet.

First, I would like to applaud all those student-athletes who were recognized for outstanding achievement in their respective sport. Secondly, congratulations should be given to the coaches for a very successful fall season. In particular, I feel Coach DeVette’s thirty plus years of service and devotion to Hope deserves special recognition.

Despite all these accomplishments, however, the evening was slightly tarnished. The program began in style with the presentation of our MIAA champion football team. After recognition and awarding of the team’s individual honors by the coaches and the announcement of next year’s captains, I was a little hurt by the apparent self-centered actions that followed. As the next team was being introduced 90 percent of the football players excused themselves from the remainder of the program. I know that to them the most important part of the program was over and I’m not doubting the fact that other time commitments did exist, but after the tremendous support the Hope community and students gave to the football team this season, I expected at least 40 minutes of support and courtesy in return. I guess my expectations were too high.

Please don’t get me wrong— I’m not saying that anyone intentionally failed to support or recognize another’s accomplishments. Rather, what I’m trying to say is that so often it’s true: actions speak louder than words. Too often, without meaning to, we fail to step out of our own worlds and recognize that others exist. It is my hope that each day we take some time to show (not just tell) others that we truly care about them and care about what is happening in their worlds.

Curtis Blankespoor
674 Larkwood
Holland
Sex Can Kill

In reaction to the brilliant play recently done here at Hope by our theatre department, I agree with the service done by E. Reka Jellema in the Nov. 18, 1987, anchor. I have no complaint with the artistic endeavors, only with the selection of this type of play at this time.

No, I am not a prude, just a student who has come to learn — I am an older student who has set my moral values. The play shows sex as something that is funny and by being funny acceptable. It showed it was okay to hop from one bed to another with no feelings of responsibilities or caring.

Sex is the most wonderful concept created by God for us. We can look at it that way or somethings that in 1987 can kill us.

AIDS is not only for the gay community according to the local health department. There are 15 reported cases of AIDS in the Holland area. Most are not gay related. All will die. There is no cure.

College thought was to make one think through your life, your goals, values, priorities. When we present this type of play, we as a college community are saying in effect that indiscriminate sex is fine.

Is indiscriminate death okay?

CHRIS CORBETT
2740 Kragspough CT
HOLLAND

BEAT THE BOOK BUYING BLUES WITH KAPPA DELTA CHI

HOW?
Buy a raffle ticket for $1.00 from any KAPPA DELTA CHI and you could win $250.00 worth of books for next semester.

WHEN?
Any time from now until the drawing Dec. 5th at 10:00 pm in the ketz.

WHY?
Don't you have better things to spend the $249.00 left over?

DON'T FORGET!
OPEN Mon.-Fri.
9:30am-9:00pm.
Sat. 9:30am to 6:00pm.
394-4692

Try our Homemade Fudge
and Old-Fashioned
Soda Fountain
We carry specialty
Popcorn Tins

"DOWNTOWN" HOLLAND
COME DOWN
AND
GIVE US A TRY
were just a walk away

Come and enjoy
Vienna hot dogs
Sausages
Soups & Chili
Belgium Waffles
plus 10 Flavors
of Gourmet Coffee

BY "POPULAR DEMAND"

Some Place Else*

Presents

THE
STROMBOLI!
SAVER

A 13-inch stromboli
with your choice of three toppings plus cheese
and served with a bag of potato chips and a 32oz Pepsi
5.99 Includes tax and delivery
"The Bethlehem Fund: sharing our blessings with others"
A fund drive sponsored by
the Ministry of Christ's People Staff
and the Chaplain's Office needs your donations.
Please return the pledge envelopes you received in the mail
Our goal is ‘1000
Also any clothing items that you are no longer in need of
can be donated to the Clothing Drive.
There are drop boxes located in the lobbies of the dorms
and cottages too.
So please give what you can and have a blessed Christmas!

Hope
Weight Lifters

Did you know FLEXS FITNESS CENTER
is only one mile from campus & carries a full line
of weight lifting needs-- belts, chalk, raps, etc.
Also a distributor for American Body Building
Supplements. Amino acids, protein powder
juice, GH releasers ETC. Dumb bells up to 130LBS
and pace computers bikes & treadmill Tanning beds
Student rates, professional instruction,
and home of Miss USA, Miss World;
Dona Oliveira

One of Michigan's Largest
Free Weight and nautilis clubs.

Hope College
Special
Hope College
Holiday Special
(Gift Certificates Available)

Don't STAND for a 50-50 tan,
Relax this Holiday Season and get
a quality Tan in a Wolff System Bed.
HOPE COLLEGE ONLY
15 Visits-$36.00 exp 12/31/87

WOODE SHOE
TANNING SALON
Located at the Wooden Shoe Motel
16th at US-31-392-8521

Give a calendar for Christmas.

The Far Side
1988 Off-the-Wall Calendar

Secret Santas
how about
Mugs and Tins
We have
Recycled and
Blue mountain
on hand
WTHS
Is giving you the chance to send personal CHRISTMAS GREETINGS to one or all of your friends!

JUST CHECK THE CHART BELOW FOR WHICH PACKAGE YOU’D LIKE; FILL OUT THE BOTTOM FORM, AND BRING IT TO A WTHS SECRETARY with PROPER PAYMENT FROM 1-5pm Mon.-Fri.

The playtime comes in multiples of 5 for $2.00 with each addition of 5 plays at the same rate.

EXAMPLE

5 plays------$2.00
10 plays------$4.00
15 plays------$6.00 ETC...

JUST FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW, AND BRING PAYMENT TO WTHS. YOU MUST PAY WHEN ORDERING! AND YOU MUST HAVE A FORM!!

NAME ____________________________
EXT. ___________ PLAYS DESIRED _______ TOTAL PAID ___________

MESSAGE ______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

AND MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM WTHS 89.9 fm